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INTRODUCTION

The Model 843 Tucker Sno-Cat was conceived, designed, and built to
provide a more self-sufficient means of oversnow traverse at high alti-
tudes and low temperatures than was previously available. To achieve
this end, pulling capacity, economy, personnel comfort, and reliability
were increased. This report on the Model 843 Tucker Sno-Cat is divided
into two general sections. Under the heading of "Operation" the various
operational factors are discussed, based on actual experience acquired
in two years of field use and comparisons are made with the Model 743-AN
Tucker Sno-Cat. The second heading, "Repairs and Modifications," is a
chronological listing of repairs and modifications made on two Model 843
Tucker Sno-Cats during the first three year period of use in the Antarc-
tic. The "Conclusion" includes recommendations for modifications. To
avoid repetition of the cumbersome name "Model 843 Tucker Sno-Cat" through-
out this report, the abbreviation "843 Sno-Cat" will be used.

DESCRIPTION*

The 843 Sno-Cat resembles a black shoe box mounted on four tracks
(Fig. 1). It is 25 feet long, 10 feet high, and 9 feet wide, and weighs
12 tons when ready to operate (with fuel and batteries). It is capable
of speeds of 18 mph when empty, and of speeds of 5 mph over Antarctic
terrain when towing 15-ton loads.

A Cummins JT-6B, 175 H.P., turbo-charged, diesel engine powers the
vehicle. This particular engine combines high speed operation (from
1,800 rpm to 2,300 rpm) and turbo-charging to reduce power loss at high
altitudes. The engine protrudes up into the cab and is covered with a
hood. A radiator shutter controls engine temperature while driving and
is closed while preheating the engine. Two preheaters are used. An
electrically heated plug (custom made) preheats the oil pan and a diesel
burning Universal DG-28E heater, requiring no electricity, is used to
heat the engine coolant. Canvas engine curtains cover the exposed bot-
tom and sides of the engine housing to exclude outside air during engine
preheating and also help maintain engine temperature when the Sno-Cat is
running.

Power from the engine is transferred to a 305V Clark five-speed trans-
mission with a 14 inch Lipe-Rollway clutch assembly. A drive shaft con-
nects the transmission to the transfer case where two drive shafts provide
output power, one for the front drive differential and one for the rear.
The differentials are connected to pontoons where the power is transferred
from the drive axle through a sprocket to the track linkage system (Fig. 2).
The only brake on the vehicle is a hand-operated band type attached behind
the transmiss ion.

The description of the vehicle includes those modifications made in
the Antarctic.
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A hydraulic system is used for steering. The hydraulic pump, powered
by belts from the diesel engine, sends fluid to booster cylinders which
via tiee-rods pivot front and rear differentials. This type of steering
maintains pulling power while turning since there is no braking applied
to the tracks. The Bendix Westinghouse Tu Flo 300 air compressor is also
belt-driven from the diesel engine and supplies air to a 2.6-cu. ft. air
tank located under the hood. Air pressure is maintained at 125 lbs. and
is used for refueling the Sno-Cat from the 2-ton FWD 1000-gallon Rolli-
Trailer which it tows. A Tulsa 10-ton winch mounted on the front of the
Sno-Cat is powered by a drive shaft coming from a gear power take-off on
the transmission. An A-frame can be mounted either at the front of the
Sno-Cat over the winch or at the rear where the winch cable may be taken
under the vehicle via guides. Blocks must be installed between the Sno-
Cat frame and axle housing to prevent overloading of the springs when
lifting heavy loads. A trailer hitch with pins for pulling at 18 or 40
inches above ground level is also located at the rear.

The black, rectangular, "shoe-box" cab is 24 feet long, 8 feet wide,
6 feet high, and is insulated on its top, bottom, and sides with 1 inch
of glass wool. The outside wall is of heat-treated aluminum; k inch ply-
wood covers the interior walls with 1 inch square metal tubing packed with
glass wool as studding. Because of its heat absorbing qualities, flat
black paint was chosen for the exterior (Fig. 3). Three doors, one on
each side towards the front and a third at the rear provide access. In
addition, two hatches are located in the roof, one forward over the en-
gine and one in the rear. There are two windshields, a driver's window,
riders' window, rear door window, and two double paned skylights in the
roof.

The interior height of the 843 Sno-Cat cab is 5 feet 10 inches. The
front 8 feet of the cab contain the Sno-Cat controls: steering wheel,
foot throttle, clutch pedal, handbrake, winch control, batteries, South-
wind 10300024V defroster (30,000 B.T.U. fresh air), windshield wiper, en-
gine preheater, Coleman Model 871 (35,000 B.T.U.) space heater, engine
hood, and instrument panel. The instrument panel includes an engine
tachometer, engine coolant temperature gauge, engine oil pressure gauge,
steering hydraulic pressure gauge, air pressure gauge, speedometer, odom-
eter (reading in hundredths of a mile), ammeter, starting motor gear-
engaging lever, fuel primer pump, hand throttle, radiator shutter control
knob, defroster control box, windshield wiper switch, oil preheater switch,
headlight switch, starting motor toggle switch, intake manifold glow-plug
indicator light, oil preheater indicator light, and ignition switch. An
AN/GRC-9 radio is suspended from the ceiling over the engine hood within

easy reach of the driver.

The 843 Sno-Cat supplies 28 volts D. C. at 50 amps from a Leece Ne-
ville alternator-rectifier system. Electrical wiring runs within the
walls throughout the vehicle with outlets available for plugging in 24V
fans, soldering irons, inverters, etc.

In one vehicle, containing permanently mounted scientific equipment,
the charging system also takes care of batteries for the seismological
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instruments. One full-length rack holds the amplifier and control banks
for the Texas Instruments seismograph system (7000B). The accompanying
oscillograph and developing tanks for the seismographs are mounted on a
stand at a convenient height (Fig. 4). A special gravity meter tripod,
suspended from a hook in the ceiling, can be let down through a hole in
the floor to rest on the snow surface (Fig. 5). When pulled up and locked
in place, the base of the tripod seals the hole. The gravity meter is
carried in a cushioned mount next to the tripod. This vehicle was termed
"Seismology-Cat" on the traverses, and will be referred to as such through-
out this report.

A kitchen is located in the rear 8 feet of the other vehicle which
is equipped with dining table (folding top), snow melting and water stor-
age box, cooking table, benches (with hinged tops for food storage), shelves,
and cupboards. This room has one door that separates the kitchen from the
rest of the Sno-Cat and another opening to the outside (Fig. 6). This veh-
icle was referred to as the "Glaciology-Cat" in the field and the same name
is adopted here.

Both vehicles have similar furnishings, consisting of five bunks that
fold against the wall, five built-in desks, cabinets, and shelves. Three
desk tops are also used for sleeping, making a total of eight sleeping
spaces. The only permanent seats are those in front for the driver and
rider; both equipped with adjustable rubber torsion bars (Fig. 7 and 8).

Two heating systems in the cab can be used whether the vehicle is in
operation or parked. Two 35,000 B.T.U., forced air, Southwind 1030C heat-
ers operate when the Sno-Cat is running. One is located in the front and
used mainly for defrosting; the other heater is centrally located in the
cab. Generally neither of these heaters is required as the engine sup-
plies sufficient heat for passenger comfort. When the vehicle is not in
operation and battery power must be conserved for starting the engine, a
Coleman Model 871, 35,000 B.T.U. space heater can be used. As this heater
has a gravity feed fuel system and no fans, it operates without battery
drain.
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OPERATION

Cruising
A fully equipped 843 Sno-Cat carrying ten passengers but pulling no

load will travel in fifth gear over small sastrugi and hard snow at speeds
up to 18 mph. There is little or no drawbar capacity in fifth gear on
hard snow. Equal speeds are possible on hard glare sea ice with an esti-
mated drawbar capacity of 250 lbs. On sea ice this speed is very hard on
the tracks as there is no snow lubrication of track rollers and pontoon
rails. Fourth gear is better for cruising, causing less track wear at
10 to 12 mph and offering reserve power for driving in soft snow or pul-
ling a small sled. The additional power provides a much smoother ride as
engine speed can be recovered after slowing for a bump. Drawbar capacity
in fourth gear is 500 lbs on moderately smooth, hard snow surfaces, and
increases to 1000 lbs on very hard surfaces. Third gear is the most used
for cruising whether the vehicle is pulling a full load or not. In this
gear 5 to 6 mph can be maintained under almost all snow and loading condi-
tions. Actual pulling capabilities of third gear were not measured but
the drawbar pull is estimated to be about 3,000 lbs. If the snow surface
is soft and the towed load is large, a lower gear may have to be used.
Gears lower than third are also used for putting the vehicle in motion
and for slow speed operation. When shifting from first to second gear,
the vehicle comes to a complete stop. To get into higher gears a "rapid
shifting" is necessary as the vehicle decelerates rapidly, especially with
heavy towed loads in soft snow.

Pulling
The 843 Sno-Cats have been used on two different traverses, pulling

loads for a total of 2,000 nautical miles (3700 km). During the 600-mile
(1100 kin) Discovery Deep Traverse, two Sno-Cats pulled Otaco 10-ton sleds
with an initial 8-ton load that decreased in weight as fuel and explosives
were consumed (Fig. 9). Temperature conditions on this trip ranged from
-7*C to -43*C and the surface varied from smooth to moderately rough. The
Sno-Cats pulled the 8-ton loads in third gear at 5 mph with the engines
operating at 2,100 rpm. Starts after the vehicle was warm were made in
second gear with a quick shift into third gear. Difficulty in moving a
sled after parking for the night was encountered once. This was presum-
ably caused by freezing of the sled runners to the snow surface. Subse-
quently, the Sno-Cats were first backed up to introduce a little slack
into the linkage in the sled runner system before moving ahead. This ex-
tra slack gave the Sno-Cat some momentum on starting and the jolt on the
sled broke the runners free. On the second traverse from NAF McMurdo up
the Skelton Glacier and then to the South Pole, the 843 Sno-Cats each
pulled a Rolli-Trailer (Fig. 10) and a 1-ton sled. A maximum load of
15 tons, including the weight of the Rolli-Trailer, 1-ton sled and sup-
plies, was pulled at 5 mph for 1,280 nautical miles (2370 kin), the load
decreasing between resupply points. Temperatures as low as -48°C were
encountered.

Dynamometer tests were made once on the second traverse. These tests
were conducted in snow that was relatively soft with the Rolli-Trailers
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and sleds fully loaded. The dynamometer was hooked between the Sno-Cat
and Rolli-Trailer hitches. Momentary measurements of starts varied be-
tween 14,800 lbs. and 11,700 lbs. Cruising figures were obtained by
driving in a straight line through undisturbed snow surfaces in second
gear at 2.5 mph and 2,100 rpm. Runs were made in both directions to ac-
count for any slope of terrain. On all test runs the dynamometer meas-
ured a minimum of 4,500 lbs. and a maximum of 5,500 lbs. of pull. Un-
hooking the loaded 1-ton sled from the Rolli-Trailer made a difference
of 400-lbs. pull. These tests were made in what would be considered
soft snow for the Antarctic. The Rolli-Trailer tires sank about 10
inches below the normal snow surface causing a 6-inch pile of snow to
be pushed in front of the tires. Fuel consumption under these condi-
tions dropped to 0.5 nautical miles (1 km) per gallon (Fig. 11).

Maintenance
The 843 Sno-Cat is larger than previous United States scientific

traverse vehicles but maintenance is easier, because the number of
grease points remain the same but are more accessible than on the 743
models. Before greasing the tracks and body it was found necessary
in some points to heat the fittings and grease journals. This'melted
any ice in the incoming grease and dispersed the water evenly. Greas-
ing the track rollers without heat moved approximately 35% of the out-
side races off their shoulders until the races hit the pontoon. Greas-
ing, engine oil change, and filter changes were done every 500 miles.
The large hood allows ample room for engine adjustments with exception
of the engine fuel pump which is hard to remove or adjust in place.

Fuel Consumption
Diesel fuel consumption records for 843 Sno-Cats are available from

the Discovery Deep Traverse and McMurdo-Pole Traverse. On the Discovery
Deep Traverse, where 10-ton Otaco sleds were used, the total weight pul-
led (sled and supplies) was 11 tons per vehicle. This dropped to 7 tons
at the end of the traverse after consumption of food, dynamite, and fuel.
A daily record was not kept and figures for total consumption were used
to compute fuel mileage. It was assumed that both Sno-Cats burned the
same amount of fuel, since both pulled the same size loads. The average
fuel consumption over the 600-mile (1100 km) trip was 0.77 nautical miles
(1.4 km) per gallon; this includes the fuel used in the diesel-burning
preheaters and personnel heaters. The chart for the McMurdo-Pole Trav-
erse (Fig. 12) was made up from the daily log books of the Sno-Cats where
each vehicle pulled a Rolli-Trailer and the Seismology-Cat, in addition,
pulled a loaded, one ton sled. These loads were pulled at altitudes above
9,000 feet where fuel consumption varied between I and 0.5 nautical miles
(1.85 and .92 km) per gallon; changes in the snow surface and loads pulled
caused the variation in fuel consumption. Over the whole traverse the
average for the Glaciology Sno-Cat was 0.78 nautical miles (1.4 kin) per
gallon, and for the Seismology Sno-Cat was 0.75 nautical miles (1.3 kin)
per gallon. The difference in consumption reflects the heavier loads
pulled by the Seismology Sno-Cat as well as extra idling required during
refueling. This load difference was probably also responsible for the
greater breakage in the Seismology Sno-Cat which will be seen under "Re-
pairs and Modifications, McMurdo-Pole Traverse."
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REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS

NAF McMurdo, January-February , 1960
The 843 Sno-Cats arrived in NAF McMurdo late in January 1960 as deck

cargo aboard the USS TOWLE. Each Sno-Cat had a shielding framework over
the front 6 ft. of its body to protect the windshields and windows. Doors,
hatches, and exhaust pipes, had been taped and some attempt had been made
at taping the engines but an effective seal was not achieved. A sheet of
ice covered the entire front of each Sno-Cat. A thinner layer coated the
interior, with the main ice accumulation on the dashboard. The Sno-Cats
were lifted over the side of the ship by crane without any damage. The
vehicles could not be operated because of dry batteries, engine taping,
etc., and were towed away by tractor. Although the Sno-Cats were towed
about 100 m in neutral gear, through snow and over sea ice, their tracks
did not rotate.

After the engines had been preheated, exhaust stacks hooked up, tape
removed, fuel, anti-freeze, and engine oil added, and charged batteries
installed, the engines started at once. Rusting had made most of the con-
trols almost inoperable. The starter cable was hard to pull and once the
engine started the starter would not release. Clutch controls were so
stiff that great force was required to depress the clutch pedal. When re-
leased it would not completely disengage and the clutch slipped. At first
the transmission could be shifted into only one gear, but with two men
pulling on the shifting stick it was possible to engage all gears. The
throttle linkage stuck. In general, bolts were frozen and this became
more apparent later.

After application of several gallons of penetrating oil and many dis-
assemblies the Sno-Cats were made operable and several new problems were

discovered. Engine exhaust fumes coming out of the preheater were most
objectionable. The first idea was to couple the exhaust of the engine
preheater with that of the engine. To do this the preheater exhaust was
joined to the main engine exhaust stack at an angle which was expected

to draw the preheater exhaust into the main stack. In addition, a flap-
per valve was installed to prevent exhaust from going the wrong way in
the preheater stack. These measures were unsuccessful, for on starting
the engine huge puffs of smoke came out of the preheater; not only the
usual dark clouds that come from cold diesel start, but also fumes from
the heater as it was extinguished. Another problem developed with theI
coupled exhaust. The engine exhaust stack had been cut away on one side
at the top and when the engine was not running but the preheater was on,
wind on the cut away side blew fresh air down the stack, forcing smokeI
from the preheater into the cab. In addition, all the joints of the en-
gine exhaust tubing beyond the turbine leaked. In order to repair and re-
route the preheater exhaust the asbestos wrapping of the exhaust pipe on the
outside of the vehicle was removed. After rerouting the preheater exhaust
the engine exhaust leaked more due to the removal of this asbestos. Just

before leaving on the Discovery Deep Traverse all unneeded joints were
welded solid, clamps tightened, and heat-hardening permatex put on leaky
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spots. In.general this expediency was adequate, but was not preferred
and was later changed. A new stack for the engine preheater was installed
vertically through the roof. The top of the new stack was cut flat so
that it made no difference which way the vehicles were parked with respect
to the wind.

Three windshield wiper motor switches were wired backwards and there-
fore had only one speed. Fortunately, with a reverse slope windshield the
wipers were little needed.

While making these repairs the Sno-Cats were also being driven
locally. Driving conditions were very good with warm temperatures and
smooth terrain; loads were light and speeds relatively high. Under this
use track pins worked laterally out of the tracks; three or four needed
to be pounded back into place after each short trip. Otherwise the tracks
functioned well; a small amount of even wear on the track pin lock springs
indicated that they were turning in the grouser as designed.

After 75 miles (140 kin) each Sno-Cat broke a tie-rod end in the steer-
ing swing on the left side (Fig. 13). Due to the position of the Sno-Cat
when the first tie-rod end broke, it was necessary to raise the front end
with the winch and A-frame of the other Sno-Cat. To run the cable from
the winch over the top pulley on the A-frame it is necessary to take the
pulley out, put the cable in place, and replace the pulley. The pins that
held the A-frame together were all so rusted that it took longer to de-rust
the A-frame than to change the tie-rod end, emphasizing the rust problem
on all first repairs. The first tie-rod change required several hours,
not including time spent on the A-frame. Later, all but the rear tie-rod
end could be changed in approximately 30 minutes.

All four windshields cracked during this period from overheating by
the defrosters; the windows were still strong and were not replaced. When
most of the equipment in the Sno-Cats was operative, scientific equipment,
radios, and a gyro compass were installed. The vehicles were now ready
for a test run to an area of scientific interest about 300 miles (600 kin)
away.

Discovery Deep Traverse, February-March, 1960
Discovery Deep Traverse was the name given this 600 mile (1200 kin)

trip. The traverse was to be made without logistic support. Two 10-ton
Otaco sleds were used, each of which carried 1,000 gallons of fuel;
another 80 gallons was in each Sno-Cat. Two barrels of white gas, 4
barrels of automotive gasoline, 1 barrel of gear lubricant, I barrel of
engine oil, 1 barrel of anti-freeze, 70 lbs. of grease, and 10 gallons of
hydraulic oil were also carried on the sleds, along with other traverse
supplies with each sled carring about 9 tons. The Sno-Cats were able to
move in third gear at 5 mph with these loads.

15
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The following problems, which were fairly evenly distributed between
the two vehicles, occurred after leaving McMurdo on February 26, 1960.

February 29. Batteries not charging:
On inspection, it was found that the alternator windings had burned

out, due to a metallic radio interference mounting pad installed touch-
ing the alternator winding outlets causing a direct ground. A new alter-
nator was installed.

March 2. Starter not operating:
The starter switch was removed revealing that the contact points

had been melted and burned away. It was thought that the contacts were
too lightly constructed and that a solid contact had not been made be-
cause rust caused too much friction in the starting pull cable. The
starting switch was replaced.

March 4. Personnel heater not operating:
Heater (Hupp MH-30) repair is listed only at times when specific

hours were set aside for its repair. From about March 2nd on small re-
pairs were carried out at odd times while underway. This method was con-
tinued as long as was possible, although some adjustments required more
than an hour every day. When it became necessary to tear out parts from
two other heaters in order to keep one going, the job was too dirty and
difficult to do while moving. On March 21, the last heater failed and
no more parts could be salvaged from the other three permanently damaged
heaters. Up to this time it had sometimes been necessary to preheat the
burning chamber with a blowtorch to insure ignition. Part of the damage
may have been caused by overheating certain parts due to the higher burn-
ing temperature of the Arctic-type diesel fuel used. In addition, the
motor bushings were wearing too fast and access to the ignition point for
adjustment required almost complete disassembly of the heater.

Broken and burned personnel heater parts were:
4 preheater resistors
2 heat sensing elements
2 sets of contact points
3 burner units
4 blower motors (due to worn out bushings)
4 power relays
1 time-delay tube

March 5. Sno-Cats pulling hard at start of each day:
Warm weather gear oil, 140 weight, was still in the transmissions,

transfer cases, and differentials. This lubricant became very stiff in
cold weather and caused a great loss of horsepower just in turning the
gears; it was replaced with Gear Oil Subzero (G.O.S). It was necessary
to heat the units before any lubricant could be drained. It should be
noted here that a 20 weight, diesel-engine, lubricating oil was used
which required preheating before the engine could be turned over with the
starter more than a few times.
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March 6. Broken tie-rod end:
The tie-rod end going into front fifth wheel broke and was replaced.

March 8. Oil coming out of exhaust:
On starting, oil was noticed on the floor of the Sno-Cat and to be

coming out of the exhaust. The turbine and exhaust manifold were re-
moved and oil was found only in half of the exhaust manifold. It was
thought that one cylinder on that side was pumping oil, but after the
engine head was removed all the cylinders, head gasket, and head were
found in good condition. The oil leak was attributed to the turbine,
leaking both in the intake and exhaust. A new turbine was installed.
It was found that the turbine leaked oil out of both seals due to
pressure in the crankcase or turbine. Pressure built up in the crank-
case might stop the gravity oil return from the turbine until the oil
coming into the turbine under pressure was forced out the seals. It
was more likely that when first starting the engine, thecold turbine oil
return lines congealed the oil, forcing incoming oil out the seals.

March 10. Starter not operating:
The electric starting motor would not turn over as the electrical

contacts were burned. Since no spares were left, electrical cables
were run from the battery to the starting motor for starting the engine.

March 13. Oil coming out of the exhaust:
The turbine on the second Sno-Cat was found losing oil under the

same conditions as the previous one. Since there was no replacement tur-
bine, the engine was operated with the leak. Oil loss was not great, be-
ing approximately 3 qts. in 6 hours. The leakage apparently stopped once
the turbine and drain lines were warmed up.

March 19. Engine modification:
Instructions on removal of the leaky turbine arrived. The turbine

was removed, the exhaust rerouted out the bottom of the Sno-Cat, and the
aneroid adjusted to compensate for turbine removal.

March 21. The last heater stopped working.

March 21. Broken universal joint-
The universal joint (Cleveland D-56-55-2) behind the transmission

broke while the Sno-Cat was in motion. The joint had been very hot, al-I
most to the point of melting. This joint and male-splined end of a drive
shaft were replaced with spares.

March 21. Loose shaft in transfer case:
When removing the universal joint it was noticed that the power in-

put shaft on the transfer case had side play. The transfer case was re-
moved and a new one ins talled.I

March 22. Broken tie-rod end:
The tie-rod end going into front fifth wheel broke and was replaced.
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March 22. Broken winch cable:
The winch cable broke while lifting the front end of the Sno-Cat

with the broken tie-rod end. The cable was recut and the hook reattached
on its end.

March 22. Broken universal joint:
The universal joint on the other Sno-Cat broke behind the transmis-

sion. This time the companion yoke on the back of the transmission broke
as well. The joint, companion yoke, and male-splined half of drive shaft
were replaced.

March 23. Broken tie-rod end:
The tie-rod end in rear fifth wheel broke. To facilitate repair, at

-40C air temperature the complete tie-rod was removed and metal blocks
were welded to the rear fifth wheel next to frame so that the Sno-Cat
could be steered only with the front fifth wheel. This system worked
well, especially in holding a straight course. However, hooking up a
sled and matching the hitch pinhole with the sled tongue pin hole was
difficult. No more tie-rod end breakage occurred while the Sno-Cat was
driven with only front steering.

March 23. New personnel heaters installed:
Southwind gas burning heaters were flown in to replace the broken

Hupp heaters. Diesel fuel lines were cut off and 5 gal. polyethylene
bottles were used to hold gas. No more heater trouble occurred.

March 24. Starter failure:
The starter switch, already replaced once, had been destroyed by

arcing of the electric contacts. Cables from the starting motor were
lengthened so that current was supplied to the starter by putting the
cables directly on the battery terminals.

March 25. Clutch failure:
The clutch was so worn that the Sno-Cat could not pull the sled and

barely move itself. The clutch was adjusted and more lubrication was
applied to the controls.

March 27. Oil on snow:
Oil was coming out around the dipstick hole. The crankcase breather

was clogged and pressure which had built up in the crankcase forced oil
out the dipstick housing. Removal of a filler plug from the valve cover
released the pressure.

March 28. Arrive McMurdo.
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McMurdo, April-December. 1960
During the winter, problems of preheating and breakdowns limited the

use of the 843 Sno-Cats. Shortly after arriving in McMurdo from the Dis-
covery Deep Traverse one Sno-Cat broke two tie-rod ends while backing out
of the garage. These tie-rod ends were replaced as well as a third tie-
rod end on the other Sno-Cat which broke the same morning. Including a
previous break near McMurdo, four tie-rod ends broke since returning from
the traverse. This required both Sno-Cats to have blocks welded on their
rear fifth wheels, permitting only the front pontoons to be steerable.
No more tie-rod end breakage occurred under these conditions.I

Another problem that appeared at its worst during the winter was
the heating of brake bands due to rubbing on the drum. In order for the
brake to work properly it had to be adjusted so tightly that if the Sno-
Cat traveled faster than 10 mph, the band would start burning. While
testing a gyro during the winter night, light was noticed under the Sno-
Cat, caused by burning of the brake lining. After the fire was put out
the band was loosened, but this loose adjustment made the brake ineffec-
tive.

By October 5, 1960, a new garage was completed which was large
enough to hold one Sno-Cat at a time and badly needed repairs and alter-

ations were begun.

The major problem in both Sno-Cats was the track system. Most of the
track wear had occurred during the return 300 miles (555 km) of Discovery
Deep Traverse as the air temperature was -40*C, although speeds had not
changed and the loads were lighter. Search for the cause of the severe
wear showed that metal from the grousers had mushroomed over between the
track pin lock springs and grousers preventing rotation of the lock spring
and pin. Apparently, the track pin lock springs wore down until the
poorly aligned sprocket tooth pushed on the lock springs and grousers.
The grousers, made of a ductile metal, than mushroomed into the end clear-
ance of the lock spring and stopped the pin from rotating. This did not
prove very serious and was not a primary problem. The pin lock springs
(Fig. 14) and sprockets, which are the contact points for power transfer
from the gear trains to the tracks had worn badly. The pin lock springs
were unevenly worn more than half way through because of poor alignment

with the sprockets. Approximately 1/5 of the pin lock springs were never
pushed upon, leaving a high unworn ridge next to the wear area. This

meant that when new sprockets of proper width were installed, they would
push only on this small ridge, causing wear on the sprocket teeth. New
sprockets and pin lock springs were ordered. The cause of high wear on
sprocs.ets and lock springs was not known and did not occur during theI
first 200 miles (400 kin) of Sno-Cat use, because a shiny surface all
around the lock springs showed that the lock springs and pins were roll-.

ing as designed (Fig. 15).I
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The tracks were stripped off all pontoons and each grouser (4 holes)
and link (2 holes) was cleaned, reamed, honed and oiled. Each pin was

cleaned with a wire brush and oiled. The tracks were assembled with new

lock rings, which the manufacturer claimed to be better heat-treated than

the original ones. The hub caps over the pontoon bearings were removed

to replace the sprockets. Due to rust it took approximately 8 man-hours

to remove four hub caps, normally a 30 minute job. The rusted-in screws,
removed by drilling and tapping, were replaced with brass ones to prevent
recurrence of this rust problem.

After the sprockets were removed more damage became apparent. There
was a crack or flaw in an axle hub which was painted to determine if the
crack was still working. Another crack or flaw in an axle extension was
treated in the same manner.* Heavy grease had been used in the pontoon
and axle hub bearings which became solid in cold weather causing whole
bearing (inner race, balls, outer race) to turn as a solid unit slipping
between the inner race and the shoulder on which the bearing was pressed.
Damage to the shoulders was apparent by scouring and occasional color
change due to heat. New grease, pontoon bearings and sprockets were on
one vehicle; used sprockets were reversed and used on the other Sno-Cat.
The pontoons had no lubrication points at the bottom of the collar that
fit around the axle housing journal. Point type grease fittings in-
stalled by the manufacturer were located only on the sides and were very
hard to use in the cold. To correct this, normal Zerk grease fittings
were installed in the bottom of the axle housing journals at the wear
point between axle housings and pontoons. The pontoons were then replaced.
It was noticed that the pontoons did not abut the inner shoulders of the
axle housing journals. Nothing could be done about this but in snow no
problem of dirt getting into the journal and causing wear was anticipated.
The tracks were put on and adjusted. During this operation three links
and one adjusting tool broke.

To remove the tie-rod ends from the steering swings on the Discovery
Deep Traverse it had been necessary to heat the steering swings, thereby
destroying some of the temper. These swings were removed and sent to New
Zealand for retempering. Unhooking one steering swing required 24 man
hours because two wrist pins that could normally be pushed out with a

finger were rusted. The second steering swing came off in about one hour.
The swings did not need retempering and were reinstalled. During the re-
moval of the steering swings it was noted that the hydraulic lines wereI
being cut by the action of the steering swing. These lines were rerouted
and taped to prevent further wear.

New improved tie-rod ends were installed throughout and the rear
fifth wheels were made independent from the frame again. To help decrease
tie-rod end breadage, hydraulic pressure on the rams was reduced from
1,000 psi to 800 psi. A new steering pressure hydraulic gauge was in-I
stalled to replace one which had broken. With the installation of the

A check during the 1961-62 summer showed that the crack was not
working.
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new tie-rod ends it was noticed that the base cup of each tie-rod end was
cracked. No cup was uncracked and those broken in more than one place
were discarded. With no spares on hand the cracked ones had to be reused.
These were to cause trouble in the future.

Two transfer cases were taken apart and inspected. The first had

been removed on the Discovery Deep Traverse because of side play in the
input shaft. The second was removed from a Sno-Cat whose transfer case
would "howl" on downhill compression. Oil discharge from both was noted
at high speeds but nothing could be done to correct this. Seal leakage
and this discharge were believed to be due to heating of the transfer
case causing the oil to become very thin and to foam.

The Southwind heaters were mounted permanently with remote control
boxes. The 30 gal. diesel tank installed in the Sno-Cat was converted
to supply gasoline for the Southwind. A new engine preheater was installed
because one of the jeep hood latches which held the burner to the heat
exchanger was broken.

The burned out starting motor switches were replaced by installing
400-amp solenoids operated by a spring-loaded toggle switch on the dash-

board. The solenoids were furnished by the Navy.

Four windshields were replaced; these had been cracked by overheating

and although still strong enough, hampered visibility. One rear door
window had been broken during the winter and was replaced with plexiglass.
The windows were poorly packed for transport; in one shipment six out of
eight windshields were broken. All the gears had stripped off the cranks
used to open and close the driver's and rider's windows. These cranks
were normal household sash type, and were not designed for hard use.
Auxiliary handles were installed on the windows which enabled new cranks
to last much longer by pulling on the window with one hand while cranking
with the other.

Earlier corrections of the interior exhaust leaks for Discovery Deep

Traverse were temporary. With more time available a complete air-tight,
aluminum box was put over the exhaust pipe with it's ends sealed to the
engine hood and wall and it's base secured to the floor. The aluminum
structure was strong enough to stand on and provided a good source of heat
for melting snow and warming canned food. However, increased exhaust

temperatures on hard pulls ruined the seals of the aluminum box and caused

the Sno-Cats' wood floors to smoulder and occasionally catch fire.

The clutches, worn from the Discovery Deep Traverse, were adjusted
but not replaced because of the press of time. Further adjustment was
available for future wear.

In the past, voltage regulators required constant adjustment. Tucker
Sno-Cat Corporation has always mounted them with rubber shock pads on top
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of the engine. However, the heat differences over the engine, combined
with vibration from the diesel engines, produced more unreliable vol-
tages than if the regulator were mounted to the frame inside the cab.
Therefore, the regulator was moved under the driver's seat where it was
close to the alternator and radio filters, accessible for adjustment,
and on a firm base. Connecting wires were run through protective metal
tubing which also provided filtering against radio interference.

One radiator had been damaged slightly and was leaking. This was
replaced and sent to New Zealand for repairs.

The Sno-Cats' interiors were dirty with carbon on the ceiling. The
Glaciology Sno-Cat was worse as it contained the kitchen and on the Dis-
covery Deep Traverse its engine exhaust had leaked badly. This Sno-Cat
was washed down inside. A sheet of aluminum was placed as a fire wall
behind the cooking table as the previous wooden surface was hard to clean
and had been scorched by a small fire on the traverse.

The only engine repairs were the installation of a turbine on one
engine, and cutting of the crankcase breather pipes higher up in the en-
gines. This left the openings of the breather pipes near the exhaust
manifold where they could not freeze shut and create crankcase pressure
which forced oil through the turbine seals and dipstick hole.

The use of Rolli-Trailers on the next traverse required a source
of air pressure to maintain tire pressure and to operate the air-driven
fuel volume pump. Small capacity, Bendix air compressors similar to
those used in the air-brake systems of trucks were installed. The com-

pressors were mounted on hinged brackets so that the drive belt could be
removed when not in use. Small, 2.6 cu. ft. air tanks with quick-hook,
air line connections were installed for air storage. Alcohol evaporators
were added to the system to prevent icing in the lines. Apparently the
evaporators did not operate as ice formed. Violent bubbling was not
noticeable in the evaporator showing that air was not being sucked through
it and the mild bubbling that was present was caused by altitude, heat,
and agitation. The compressors had barely enough capacity to operate
the fuel pump over long periods of time. Two men operating hand pumps
on the Rolli-Trailer could pump as fast as the air compressor and fuel vol-
ume pump. The air lines would ice when sitting in the snow and had to be
cleared by connecting the air lines to the space heater and pumping airI
through them. The air lines were equipped with quick-hook connections

to the volume pumps and tires for convenience (so holding them by hand was
unnecessary).

Coleman space heaters were installed to keep the Sno-Cats warm while
stopped. These provided heat without discharging the battery. Fuel was
pumped into the 2-gal. tanks attached to the stoves by electric fuel pumpsI
while the engine was running. The stoves operated well except when the

Sno-Cats were parked the wrong way into the wind. If the downwind door
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were opened, the flame blew out. These stoves provided a good heat
source even during storms and never required maintenance.

The central location of the space heater required relocation of the
batteries. They were stacked vertically in a rack and could be slid out
easily for replacement or to check the acid level.

Plastic sheets 1/16" thick were put over the inside of the wind-
shields, creating a dead air space next to the glass to reduce frosting.
These plastic sheets were spot-supported in the middle and glued around
the edge to the rubber windshield molding. They slowed up the frosting
action but started falling off and dirt collected between the two layers.
However, for the first few weeks they were effective and stopped window
breakage, which may have also been reduced by using Southwind instead of
Hupp heaters.

Fans with short extension cords were installed on portable mounts for
defrosting windshields, drying seismic records, and circulating warm air
from the space heaters,

Engine enclosures were necessary on windy days when the engine pre-
heaters were not adequate. First, a hand controlled radiator shutter
was installed, which also helped govern engine operating temperature.
Canvas curtains were later made for sides and bottoms of the engine hous-
ings. These could be easily removed with "lift dot snaps," and only
came loose by themselves if loaded with ice or damaged by the tracks.
The curtains were tailored by members of the Naval Support Forces, and
proved invaluable for engine preheating.

AN/GRC-9 radios were mounted on the ceiling with a hinge so it
could be let down facing the driver for retuning. The power supply was
mounted under a bunk.

Large 2 qt. fuel filters which lowered the possibility of low fuel
pressures due to clogging replaced the 1 pint fuel filters that came on
the diesel engines.

Two hundred amp knife-blade switches were installed to disconnect
the batteries from the electrical system. These were useful in case of
sticky starters, fire, battery leakage, or a short circuit. Only the
gravimeter was coupled directly to the batteries.

Twenty-four volt electrical oil preheaters were installed in the
pans of the diesel engines with red indicator lights on the dash. These
preheaters were not used, however, because Shell engine oil, X-IOO 5/20
weight which was liquid at cold temperature, was used. The 5/20 weight
oil, the engine preheaters, and larger batteries (200 amp hr) made start-
ing the diesel engines easier than starting gasoline engines had been on
previous traverses. It is estimated that only 60 minutes of time was lost
on the McMurdo-Pole traverse from engines failing to start.
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With these modifications and general tune up of the engines, the
Sno-Cats were ready to start off on the McMurdo-Pole Traverse.

McMurdo-Pole Traverse, December-February 1960-1961
The McMurdo-Pole Traverse group left McMurdo on December 10. Sixty-

two days later they arrived at the Pole Station. Conditions on this trip
at times were extreme. Starting at McMurdo the temperature at sea level
was +20C from the Plateau Depot at the top of the Skelton Glacier, 350
miles (650 kin) later, to the Pole the altitude never dropped below 2,500

meters and the temperature never got above -30*C. Crevasses were dodged,
broken into and blown open for 50 miles (93 kin) up the Skelton Glacier
(Fig. 16-17). On the plateau, elevation, temperature, and snow conditions
became more severe. Elevations on the plateau varied between 2,500 and
3,300 m and the temperature was about -34C at Plateau Depot and dropped
steadily reaching -49*C when the traverse got near the Pole. A few miles
beyond the Plateau Depot the surface varied between snow hard enough that
even the Sno-Cats left no tracks to snow so soft that the Rolli-Trailers
would leave tracks 50-cm deep (Fig. 18-19). Sastrugi more than a meter
high were encountered, requiring many small detours (Fig. 20).

On this traverse and over the above terrain, the following breaks
occurred:

December 11. Studs sheared and nuts that hold axle extension to
axle hub on right front pontoon of the Seismology-Cat fell off. A pon-
toon bearing broke, and the pontoon and sprocket were damaged by grind-ing against each other:

This breakdown occurred approximately 25 miles (50 kin) from the start-
ing point and was noticed when the Sno-Cat was unhooked from the Rolli-
Trailer and turned around to refuel. The Sno-Cat had almost come to a
stop when a grinding noise started. The pontoon which was found to be
askew was removed. Four studs were broken and four others had nuts off.
These studs held the axle extension and sprocket to the axle. The pontoon
bearing was broken into several pieces due to vertical and lateral play,
produced by the loose, weighted axle extension. There was a groove on the
inside of the pontoon where a fallen sprocket had cut into it. The sprocket
was also slightly damaged. Parts were requested by radio and flown out the

next morning by Naval Support Forces.

December 11. Preheater malfunction:
The Seismology-Cat preheater would not ignite. There was ice on theI

carburetor from snow that had been put on a burning floor board. The snow
had melted, dripped down on the carburetor of the preheater, and filled

its lower protion with ice.I
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December 12. Studs sheared and nuts that hold axle extension and
sprocket to axle hub on left rear of Seismology-Cat became loose:

The previous day's experience with loose studs was repeated but was
caught before either the pontoon or sprocket were damaged. It was
thought reusing the star lock-washers was the cause of this trouble.
Also, only two-thirds of an extra long nut was gripping the stud. All I
the pontoons were checked and the star lock-washers were replaced with
split-ring lock-washers.

December 13. Clutch sticking:
The clutch on the Seismology-Cat started sticking early in the day

and required lifting with the toe to return the pedal. After lubricating
the linkage, the clutch still stuck. Apparently, the throwout bearing
was not sliding on the transmission shaft. This stickiness was overcome
by squirting oil and grease on the shaft.

December 13. Tracks out of alignment:
The Glaciology-Cat was traveling slightly sideward, due to poor

track alignment. This was known before leaving McMurdo, but was not
corrected until this date.

December 13. Noise in the hydraulic system:
A broken hydraulic gauge in the Glaciology-Cat was the apparent

source of "screaming" hydraulics. The gauge was removed from the steer-
ing system but the noise was never really overcome in either Sno-Cat and
was thought to be due to small leaks and heating of the hydraulic oil
which was kept in relatively small reservoirs.

December 22. Needle off speedometer:
The needle fell off of the speedometer in the Seismology-Cat, how-

ever the odometer still worked. The speedometer head was replaced.

December 22. Anti-freeze leaks:
Both engines had several small anti-freeze leaks around the various

plugs in the engine block casting. These plugs were pulled, coated with
Permatex, and replaced.

December 22. Worn drive sprockets:
The Glaciology-Cat had left NcNurdo with new lock rings and old

sprockets that had been turned around so that the worn teeth only pushed
while in reverse. However, the old sprockets were 114" narrower than the
new ones. New sprockets delivered to the cache by a Naval Support Forces
flight were installed. The sprocket teeth did not line up with theI
grooves caused by wear already appearing in the lockpin springs.

December 22. Faulty water temperature gauge:
The water temperature gauge was replaced in the Seismology-Cat.
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December 29. Speedometer malfunction:
The speedometer in the Seismology-Cat broke and the only spare

speedometer left was the one without a mph needle which had been replaced
on the 22nd. Since the odometer part still worked on this system, it was
reinstalled.

December 31. Worn sprockets:
The teeth on the drive sprockets newly installed at McMurdo were

worn through on one side. The sprockets were turned around and lock
springs reused. It.was noted that no mushrooming of the grouser had
taken place with the new wide sprockets and yet the pins were turning
with difficulty in most cases with an exceptional one or two on each
track showing a generally even wear. Two men turned four sprockets in
one day with use of the second Sno-Cat. The temperatures were in the
-300C, but the links had moved freely during tests at -50*C. Track
parts were wearing rapidly; in 500 miles (950 kin) one side of the sproc-
kets had worn out and the lock springs were more than half worn. No
more spares were available.

January 1. Curtain hook torn:
The engine curtain on the Seismology-Cat was repaired with a new

fastener.

January 4. Bad tie-rod end:
The tie-rod end spindle on the Seismology-Cat was loose in its

socket. The rod end was not taken apart, but it appeared that the cup
in which the spindle is seated was shattered, permitting play in the
tie-rod end. The tie-rod end was replaced.

January 4. Hydraulic volume control leak:
The hydraulic volume control on the Seismology-Cat dripped hydrau-

lic fluid. This added to noisy hydraulic system by lowering the amount
of fluid and possibly in producing air. The volume control was replaced
with a new unit.

January 4. Broken track link:
A broken link on the Seismology-Cat was replaced.

January 9. Broken track pin lock spring:
A new lock spring on the Glaciology-Cat, replaced when the tracks

were split for changing sprockets, was broken; one-half of the spring was
lost and was replaced with a new spring.

January 15. Broken step:
A pontoon step on the Glaciology-Cat broke across the hole where the

bolt holds the step to the pontoon. Vibration from the track probably
caused this break. The pieces were welded together and the step replaced
on the pontoon.
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January 18. Loose steering swing bolts:
The steering swings on both Sno-Cats were loose and required

tightening of the bolts that held them. This adjustment is necessary
periodically due to wear at this point.

January 18. Discharged battery:
A broken wire was found in the Glaciology-Cat voltage regulator and

repaired. The battery was no longer usable and was replaced with a new
one.

January 18. End play in steering swing:
Shims were welded in between stops and steering swing mount on the

Glaciology-Cat to stop end play in the steering swings.

January 19. Broken track link:
The Seismology-Cat stopped for observations and was unable to move

again due to locking of the rear tracks. A broken track link, jammed
into the rail at the bottom of the pontoon, was replaced with a new link.
Approximately 22 lock springs on this pontoon were worn through to the
pins.

January 24. Broken tie-rod end:
A tie-rod end on the Seismology-Cat broke during the day's travel

and the rear fifth wheel was temporily chained to the frame. A spindle
in the tie-rod end had broken and a complete tie-rod end was installed.

January 26. Broken universal joint:
The universal joint going into the Seismology-Cat's transmission was

broken. Apparently several ends of the universal cross had melted. A
new universal and transmission companion were installed.

January 28. Preheater malfunction:
The engine preheater on the Glaciology-Cat was not operating properly.

The heater was removed and the dirty stack cleaned. The glass wool wicks
are lighted by applying a lighting rod to the diesel-soaked wick. In the
past, personnel had compressed and damaged the wick with the lighting rod.
An attempt was made to straighten the wick and it was replaced with the
undamaged, bottom end up.

January 25. Preheater malfunction:
The preheater on the Seismology-Cat was taken apart and replacedI

after cleaning the exhaust pipe and inverting the wick.

January 30. Broken steps:I
The pontoon steps on the Seismology-Cat were welded where they had

broken across the bolt holes. The steps were replaced.

February 3. Broken universal joint:

The drive shaft, universal joint, and yoke from the transfer case
were replaced on the Glaciology-Cat when the universal joint broke at the
upper transfer case shaft.
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February 8. Low fuel pressure and possible miss in the engine:
The Glaciology-Cat was not operating at top rpm. The engine cut

out at 2,300 rpm, as though it were governed; fuel pressure was low and
possibly there was a miss in the engine. Installation of a new pump
gave no favorable results. The Sno-Cat was driven to the South Pole
station without repair.

Februay 12. Arrive Pole.

February 14. Broken universal-joint:
The Seismology-Cat was being used for seismic shooting. Pulling no

load, but operating at high speeds (10-12 mph) the universal-joint and
transmission companion yoke broke and were replaced.

Pole Station, November-December, 1961
On November 4, 1961, repairs on the 843 Sno-Cats were started prepar-

itory to the 1962-63 traverse season. As the vehicles were too large to
fit in the Navy garage at the South Pole Station, a portable garage was
put up which would house one vehicle at a time. By December 22nd the
following repairs and alterations had been made on the 843 Sno-Cats:
(Unless otherwise noted, the repairs were carried out on both vehicles).

The Cummins diesel engines required very little work. A new speed
governor spring was put in the fuel pump of the Glaciology-Cat as the
engine would not operate at the proper rpm. Valves and injectors were
adjusted on both vehicles, which eliminated the "possible miss" reported
on the Glaciology-Cat at the end of the McMurdo-Pole traverse. The oil
and oil filters were changed. In addition to this small amount work on
the engines, there was quite a bit of work on the attached accessories.
New batteries were installed, the starter pull cables were lubricated,
and the starter on the Seismology-Cat was removed because it had burned
up. No spare starters were available, and this vehicle was towed to a
start whenever necessary. The engine coolant preheaters were replaced

with new ones and separate fuel tanks were added. The floor boards that
had been burned by the engine exhaust tube were replaced and insulated.
On the Seismology-Cat a torn engine curtain was repaired and a leaky
radiator was replaced with a new one.

In the clutch system, new clutches, pressure plates and throwout
bearings were installed. During removal of the clutches the engine fly-
wheels were found tobe gouged, colored and cracked. The gouging and
coloring were in spoon-shaped patches presumably resulting from clutch
slippage, but this condition is normal for heavy equipment. Radialcracking occurred about the center of the flywheel; however, the depth
of the cracks was not known. One flywheel was lapped using a pressure
plate and grinding compound to remove the spoon shaped gouges. The
cracks still remain and new flywheels will be installed.
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Next in the drive system are the propellor shafts. These were re-
placed on each vehicle between the transmission and the transfer case.
The new shafts were 1 " shorter to facilitate removal and to eliminate
the possibility of the shaft coming to the end of its spline and jar-
ring the universal-joint thereby causing failure. Most of the universal-
joint failures had occurred at the splined end of the drive shaft. While
moving the Glaciology-Cat to the garage another universal-joint failed,
but this time in a lower shaft due to the steering swing hitting it. A
new joint was installed.

One new transfer case was installed to replace a transfer case on

the Seismology-Cat that had sideplay on the power input shaft.
This was the second time this transfer case had been removed for the same
problem. It was returned to the Tucker factory for repairs. There it
was found that the adjustment nuts were not designed properly and new
ones were installed. Additional new nuts were sent for installation in
the transfer cases in the vehicles.

The track drive systems required work. Two pontoon bearings were re-
placed on each vehicle and longer studs were installed in the axle hubs
at the juction with the axle extension. These longer studs allowed the
use of split washers and full seating of the nuts. New sprockets of the
same design as the original ones were installed. A major modification of
the track linkage was carried out. Upon arrival at the South Pole, after
about 1,500 miles (2800 kin) the track pin snap ring failed. These were
worn through so that the sprocket teeth were pushing directly against the
track pins instead of the snap rings (Fig. 21). A modification was de-
signed where the snap ring was replaced by a solid ring which rotated about
the pin without holding the pin in the grouser. A long bolt was run
through the inside of the pin and attached with a nut and two washers.
This arrangement of rings, nuts, bolts and washers was installed and
appeared to work well under no load operation and will be tested on the
1962-63 Pole Traverse. Finally, the tracks were adjusted to complete
the repairs in the drive system.

In the steering system, all of the tie-rod ends were tightened and
grease extensions were put on the sliding bronze shoes in the fifth
wheels which were impossible to grease previously. The bronze shoe on

each front fifth wheel was replaced due to wear. While replacing theseI
shoes it was noticed that the trunion pins were broken in two places.
The breaks occurred at the two welded joints. These were rewelded and the

repaired trunion pins were then installed in the vehicles. Two steeringI
swing supports in the Glaciology-Cat which broke while moving the vehicle
into the garage were replaced.

A few additional miscellaneous jobs were done: washing the interiorI
of the vehicles, greasing, installing new winch cables, and straightening

the combination step trailer hitches. This finished the repairs on the
843 Sno-Cats for the season.
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CONCLUSION

The range of oversnow traverses was extended by using the 843*
Sno-Cat which has proven itself to be reliable, comfortable, and econ-
omical. However, some modifications still remain to be made. The im-
portant factors responsible for the superiority of the vehicle for use
in long traverses are the engine and the towing capacity. First, the
Cummins diesel engine consumes less fuel per pound-pulled than do sim-
ilar capacity gasoline engines. In addition, the diesel engines, with
their turbo chargers, operated at full horse power with sea level
efficiency at the altitudes encountered on the Polar Plateau, (2,500-
3,400 m). The second factor extending the traverse range is the in-
creased strength of the model 843 Sno-Cat which was designed to pull
heavy loads for long distance. The vehicle has sufficient strength in
the drive system, frame, and trailer hitch, and has a greater track area
to handle heavy towed loads in soft snow. The larger towing capacity
made it possible to tow Rolli-Trailers (which are estimated to haul 50%
greater loads than bob-sleds) with the same travel speed, repair require-
ments, and fuel consumption. The Rolli-Trailer is too heavy, when loaded,
to be towed behind smaller model Sno-Cats; this was demonstrated with the
loss of seven differentials on a traverse where D-743N Sno-Cats and
Rolli-Trailers were used. 1

The Cummins diesel engine, equipped with a preheater, started reli-
ably in cold weather and at high altitudes with no loss of time. While
operating under load the engines gave no trouble. The rest of the 843
Sno-Cat systems, with the exception of the tracks and upper drive shaft,
met the heavy load requirements day after day with only minor repairs.

Another improvement in the traverse vehicle is the comfort of the
843 Sno-Cat which far exceeds that of any American vehicle used previously.
The 843 Sno-Cat gives a much smoother ride due to its overall length and
the construction of its pontoons, which independently follow the contour
of the snow surface. The doors are large and are equipped with steps so
that it is easy to get in and out of the vehicle with bulky clothes and
clumsy boots. Comfort is very important, for the traverse vehicle repre-
sents more than a means of transportation. The vehicles are the homes and
offices of eight men for three to four months. Freedom to stand up and

1 During the Antarctic summer of 1961-62 a field party with 3 new
D743N Sno-Cats pulled slightly smaller loads than those pulled with the
843 Sno-Cat. The D743N is the same size as the 743AN Sno-Cat but has a
diesel engine, larger frame members, stronger springs, iron fifth wheels
instead of aluminum, reinforced differentials, etc. Over the 1,100 mile
(2000 kin) trip seven differentials, two trailer hitches, and one Sno-Cat
frame were broken. Closer inspection may reveal more broken parts, in-
cluding Sno-Cat frames.
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walk rather than crawl and climb in is a morale booster. The flat black
exterior color of the 843 Sno-Cats aided in heating the vehicles by
absorption of the sun's heat, which, combined with forced air heaters
and space heaters, make the vehicle comfortably warm. The availability

of more space in the interior allowed installation of a space heater,
providing a heat source during the days when the vehicle is not operating
and electrical energy must be conserved for starting the engine. The
space heaters proved especially valuable when the temperature dropped be-
low-460C.

Certain modifications will be made before the 843 Sno-Cat is used
on the 1962-63 Pole Traverse. The transfer cases will have new adjust-
ment nuts designed to take the side play out of the shafts. The main
alteration to the vehicles will be in the drive system, where a six-
speed automatic transmission will replace the five-speed manual shift
transmission. The manual shift transmission is mismatched with the
diesel engine causing a shifting problem. The present transmissions have
gear ratio steps as great as 69%. Any step beyond 40% creates a rapidly
decreasing ratio of horsepower to rpm below 1,800 rpm. The power loss
is especially noticeable at altitudes above 5,000 ft. (1500 m) where full
power of the engine is dependent upon fast spinning of the turbine and
engine speed. When an up-shift is made with the present transmissions
the large step between the gears drops the engine power. Another power
loss occurs as the turbine slows down and less air is forced into the com-
bustion chamber. In addition, vehicles with towed loads do not coast,
so that regardless of the speed of the shift the vehicles slow up rapidly
during the shifting process. This causes a third drop in rpm and loss of
horsepower which, coupled with the two previous losses make it necessary
to downshift immediately unless the vehicle is on hard snow. This shift-
ing problem is increased when inexperienced drivers operate the vehicles.
In attempting the rapid shift they usually engage the wrong gear, some-
times even getting in reverse. Sometimes they hesitate on releasing the
clutch until the engine is at maximum rpm and the vehicle is almost stop-
ped. In their confusion they then may slip the clutch to maintain engine
speed, thereby burning the clutch plate and cracking the flywheel.

The automatic transmissions should eliminate most of the driver's
problems but most important, the six-speeds forward in 40% steps will
match the engine requirements. Coupled with the transmission is a
torque convertor which will maintain proper engine rpm, keeping the en-I
gine turbine spinning fast enough for proper horsepower at high altitude.
This, coupled with the ability to shift instantly at full throttle, will
eliminate difficulty caused by lack of coasting ability.

The drive line system to the winches on the 843 Sno-Cats will be
replaced by hydraulic power. This change was made necessary by the power
take-off arrangement on the automatic transmissions.I

CONCL US ION,l '
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Comparison of 843 Sno-Cats to 743AN Sno-Cats
This chart provides a rough picture of operational performance of

a 743 Sno-Cat pulling 7 tons (sleds and supplies) and the 843 Sno-Cat
pulling 15 tons (Rolli-Trailer, sled, and supplies) over a typical cross
section of Antarctic terrain at average maximum speeds.

Chart I

Operational Comparison of 743AN and 843 Sno-Cats

743AN Sno-Cat* (Fig. 22)

gasoline

Horsepower 185

843 Sno-Cat**

diesel

175

Pulling Capacity
(maximum recommended)

Gear and Speed

Fuel Consumption

Range (non-support)

Personnel Comfort

Driving Differences

7 tons (with sleds)

3rd, 5-8 mph

.75 nautical mpg.

700 miles (1300 km)

cramped, cool

better vision out rear
door for hooking sleds

15 tons (Rolli-Trailers)

3rd, 5-6 mph

.76 nautical mpg.

2000 miles (3700 km)

spacious, warm

better vision forward and
to the side, comfortable
seat with leg room, eas-
ier to keep Sno-Cat in
straight line, easier to
turn

*Data on 743AN Sno-Cat used in this chart comes from the 1957-58
Byrd Traverses.

**Data on the 843 Sno-Cat used in this chart comes from the 1960
Discovery Deep Traverse and the 1960-61 McMurdo-Pole Traverse.
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This maintenance chart shows the intervals in miles after which the
noted maintenance operation must be made and the time required for the
repair.

Chart II

Comparison of Maintenance of the 843 and 743AN Sno-Cats

743AN Sno-Cat* 843 Sno-Cat**

Description
Time

Required
(hours)

Description

1- ic ing in fuel1

1 voltage regulator
adjustment

6 lubrication

1 ignition tune up

1 spark plug replacement

4 track adjustment

4 spring replacement

4 frame repair

1 lubricating oil and
filter change

6 fifth wheel repair

6 pontoon bearing
replacement

2 tie-rod end
replacement

10 valve adjustment

1 voltage regulator
adjustment

6 lubrication

24 sprocket turning

I lubricating oil and
filter change

2 valve adjustment

16 track adjustment

48 sprocket and snap
ring replacement

2 tie-rod end
replacement

4 trunion pin
repair

I fifth wheel bronze
shoe replacement

*Data on 743AN Sno-Cat used in this chart comes from the 1957-58

Byrd Traverses.
**Data on the 843 Sno-Cat used in this chart comes from the 1960

Discovery Deep Traverse and the 1960-61 McMurdo-Pole Traverse.
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Time
Required

(hours)
Interval
(miles)

125

250

500

1000

2000



In addition to the alterations that are being made prior to the
1962-63 Pole Traverse there are other conditions that should be corrected
in the future. Five universal-joints have failed to date. The universal-
joints are strong enough for the loads, so it appears that the angle
through which the universal-joints work is too great. The transfer cases
leaked oil so that it was necessary to add gear oil every day, this was
additionally troublesome as the fill plug for the transfer case was too
small for convenient use. The cause of oil leakage is not known. The
largest problem is still in track system. Regardless of the possible
success of the new untested track system, its adjustment will take about
16 man-hours per Sno-Cat. This adjustment has been made two times per
vehicle in 2,200 miles (4000 kin) and about 15% of the lirks show cracks
from the adjustment. It is estimated that only three more adjustments
are possible before major alterations are necessary for further adjust-
ment. Because of this, plans are being made to rebuild the Sno-Cat pon-
toon linkage after 4,000 (7500 kin) to 5,000 (9300 kin) more miles.

Although considerable effort was spent on repairs and alterations
of the 843 Sno-Cats, the self-supported range, reliability and comfort of
traverse vehicles have made the effort worth while. When the planned
modifications are incorporated, the vehicles are expected to operate with
much less mechanical maintenance and to pull larger loads with more econ-
omy than previous traverse vehicles.
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